Background

Only a fraction of lands in the Counties of Inverness and Victoria are prime agricultural soils,
often to be found in pockets such as the Margaree Valley. The scarce resource is becoming
even more rare as many farms are being abandoned or converted to recreational land uses. In
the Counties of Inverness and Victoria only about 10% of farm land that produced crops or
functioned as pastures in 1951 is still in use. The trend continues: in only 10 years between
2006 and 2016, the Counties of Victoria and Inverness lost 48% and 37% of active farm land
respectively. The municipalities of both Counties decided to explore whether land use planning
can help reversing these trends.
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These losses of farmland come at a time when increases in agricultural output are on the
horizon: Canada’s Federal Advisory Council of Economic Growth has identified agriculture as
one of five economic sectors with the highest growth potentials. As a consequence of the
document referred to as the Barton Report, the Federal government has challenged the
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agriculture industry to increase agricultural exports from $55 billion to $75 billion over the 10
year period between 2015 and 2025. But exports are only one side of the story: Nova Scotians
produce less than 20% of the food they consume, which is a concern for food security of the
coming generations. To increase the local production would provide Nova Scotians with a
resilient access to food, largely independent from currency fluctuations and gas prices.
Furthermore, the tourism industry – a backbone of the economies of Inverness and Victoria –
needs locally farmed food to keep providing tourists a great vacation experience.
All of that, however, will only be possible if there is any arable land left. Agricultural lands are
very attractive for recreational development, as the land is already cleared and ready for
construction. Once converted to residential or recreational uses, agricultural land will likely
never grow crops again. Therefore, the Municipalities of the Counties of Inverness and Victoria
are both considering introducing land use planning to manage these soils in a smarter way.
Outside of the main community centres there is no comprehensive land use planning in either
of the Counties. Land management is complex: activities such as clear-cutting and removal of
top soil can have impacts on neighbouring properties. One could also rightfully build anything
from a racetrack to a salvage yard in any location. Neighbouring farms, hotels or rental cottages
could be affected by such next door developments.
Apart from regulations on wind turbines there are no rules on ‘what can be built where’, except
for 3.0% of lands in Inverness and 0.2% of lands in Victoria that are planned. The Municipalities
of the Counties of Inverness and Victoria feel that is about time to sit down with the
communities to talk about ideas how to use our lands in a smarter way.
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Where do we currently have land use
planning in place?
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Figure 1: Apart from by-laws on wind turbines, there are currently no rules on ‘what can be built where’
outside of the ‘green areas’.
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What we heard

Following a request from the Inverness-Victoria Federation of Agriculture, both municipal
Councils have passed motions to explore possibilities of agricultural land use planning. Victoria
Council voted on November 28, 2017 to “mandate the EDPC to undertake the process of
developing policies and potential land use by-laws for agricultural lands”. Similarly, Council of
the Municipality of the County of Inverness passed a motion on November 06, 2017, directing
planning staff “to undertake [a] public process for developing an agricultural land use by-law”.
This public process began with the following three open houses:




Mabou, Inverness County, March 19, 2018
Margaree, Inverness County, March 20, 2018
Middle River, Victoria County, April 06, 2018 (original date postponed due to snow)

The Open Houses were a first opportunity for municipal Council and staff to engage with the
public and to determine if there is any interest in the matter. No decisions were taken at these
meetings, but they were rather an opportunity to exchange views. The dialogue on agricultural
land use planning is only getting started. See the last section of this document (“Next steps
forward”) for more information about upcoming opportunities to engage in the discussions.

Discussions in Middle River, NS
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The events served as an opportunity for municipal staff and the Inverness-Victoria Federation
of Agriculture to gain a first impression of the public opinion and to inform the work of future
committees. The open houses were attended by more than 50 interested residents. Written
comments were submitted during the events and supported the evaluation of responses.

Preference for zoning

The following main themes emerged from the discussions:

Preference for free land market

Figure 2: Categorized reactions to initiative – bubble sizes represent amount of similar responses

Throughout the three open houses we heard many different opinions on the matter. While
every resident and land owner has a unique perspective on the issue, the feedback to this
municipal initiative can be largely categorized into four distinct clusters. Overall, the majority of
participants is concerned with the disappearance of farm land and sees the future of agriculture
in both Counties in jeopardy. Only a small proportion of open house attendees were completely
opposed to any type of municipal regulation. Nevertheless, those who agree that protection of
agricultural land is important, disagree on how this should be done. One group of residents
thinks that any regulations should be soft and very mindful of the economy; another similarly
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sized group thinks that some restrictions will be necessary to preserve the best soils from nonagricultural development. The largest share of proponents of agricultural protection, however,
thinks that land use planning is not the most effective tool to solve the problems.

Warm welcome in Margaree Centre, NS

What we heard over and over again from this group is that a fair taxation regime is a
prerequisite for protection of farmland. Many lands are known to be idle for years while they
enjoy the tax-exempt status for farms. Some Inverness and Victoria residents would like to see
higher taxation of non-resident property owners, who only spend a couple of weeks per year on
their properties.
Related to that is the need to mediate between property owners and young, aspiring farmers.
Even though farmers struggle to find available farm land at the beginning of their careers,
property owners are unable to find persons willing to farm their land. This brings up questions
about platforms to mediate between these two groups of stakeholders and to explore
alternative options for land transfers. Rent-to-own solutions or land banks could make
agricutural land more easily available.
We heard from this cluster of participants that land use planning can – if at all – only play a
complementary role to support such initiatives, but should not be the primary instrument to
resolve the land market challenges.
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Figure 3: Wordcloud of frequently heard proposals for action apart from land use planning

There were also some contributions by open house participants that did not fit into any of the
four categories, which covered subjects as follows:





Soil quality maps should be freely available to make informed decisions about land
purchases (we were able to accommodate this request quickly: see this google map)
Apart from farms, the entire ecosystem of geographic areas should be considered
The community pastures require special protection
The introduction of land use by-laws should be questioned in a plebiscite

Correspondence following the Open Houses
The Eastern District Planning Commission has also received several letters in the weeks
following the Open Houses. The letters covered many aspects already discussed during the
open houses, but also a couple of new points:



Could properties of highest interest for the tourism industry such as the coastline and
properties close to waterways be exempt from agricultural land use planning?
Could small properties, which are not viable for farming anyway, be exempt?

The Planning Commission and Municipality have also received a letter signed by 20 land owners
mostly from the West Mabou – Glengarry – Colindale area, stating that they are very concerned
about restrictions of development opportunities on their properties.
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The way forward

The Intermunicipal Inverness-Victoria Agricutural Land Use Advisory Committee decided during
the May 02 and June 11, 2018 meetings that the public feedback calls for a continuation of the
land use planning process. It is understood that land use planning will only be efficient, if
implemented in conjunction with other initiatives promoting the transfer land ownership such
as land banks and land registers.
Another insight from the Open Houses is that there is a wide-spread desire among residents of
both Counties to participate in the further process as committee members. In fact, there is so
much interest that it will be likely challenging to accommodate all interested persons in one
committee. Possibly, there will be a need to create local committees that report to the
intermunicipal committee. The new committees need to be created and approved by both
municipal Councils before the opportunities to participate will be publically advertised. The
tenative process to begin the committee work looks approximately as follows:

Figure 4: Tentative timeline for next steps
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